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Exercise: Creating an App Definition Statement and Design Layout

Create an App Definition Statement and Design Layout

In a group of 3 to 5 students, do the following:

1. Select a team (company) name.
2. Identify the lead person. This is the project manager and facilitator. The project manager oversees the planning, implementation, and tracking of a specific short-term project which has specified deliverables.
3. Each member of the team develops one app idea, including:
   a. App name
   b. App definition statement
      i. Identify users
      ii. List features of the app
      iii. Create a simple design layout of the scene(s) needed in the app.
4. Present your idea to the team. Discuss all the options, and select one option for the next phase.
5. Refine the app definition statement and design.

Instructors:

- Group Exercise.—App Development Teams
  o Divide the class into groups of 3 to 5 students each.
  o Have each group decide on a team (company) name, and assign who is going to be the lead.
  o Have the group come up with an app idea that includes an app name, an app definition statement (list of features they think users would like, determine who your users would be, narrow the focus to get a 1-2 sentence statement).
  o Then the group does a simple design layout of the scene(s) they need in their app.
  o After each group has created their app definition statement and their screen design, have them share with the class.

- Deadlines
  o Set a deadline for the first milestone, the preliminary idea. Students not submitting the task on time, or submitting an incomplete task, are removed from the team, and placed on a team with all the other students who did not meet the deadline, or submitted incomplete work. This process is called, "Ticket of Admission" to the team.

  o Students can also submit work early. After a quick review, they can begin work on the next phase of the project.
Individual exercise—Each student comes up with his or her own app idea and creates an app definition statement and screen design.